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Pollensa Gabriel
Region: Pollensa Sleeps: 8

Overview
An extensive and opulent villa, Pollensa Gabriel effortlessly blends the styles 
of traditional Spanish living with a collection of contemporary design choices. 
As you approach this property, you will be taken aback by the spacious 
swimming pool that is available for guests to use whenever they please.  

This pool is also encircled by sun loungers, as well as a small rattan seating 
area. In turn, guests can sit back and gaze out at the tremendous views or 
take a dip in the beautiful pool. This property also makes use of a covered 
porch area, shielding guests from the warmth of the sun. This space also 
includes a large barbecue area, making it ideal for a range of exciting outdoor 
dining experiences. 
 
The interior of this property is just as impressive, using a range of eclectic 
furnishings to build one complete, eye-catching property. The living area 
includes a delightful red-tiled floor along with a selection of ornate decor. The 
large white sofa provides a clear view of the flatscreen TV, making this space 
ideal for family movie nights or just relaxing together as a group. The dining 
area uses a rustic stone accent wall, which effortlessly complements the 
wooden table and white chairs. Moving into the kitchen, this area creates an 
irresistible sense of modernity. The striking white cupboards and stainless 
steel appliances help to bring a sense of elegance and luxury to the entire 
villa. The ground floor is also home to the first two bedrooms. These rooms 
both contain a pair of single beds, making them perfect spaces for small 
children.
 
Upstairs, this is where you’ll find the remaining two bedrooms. The third 
bedroom includes a large double bed that is fitted with crisp white bedsheets 
and a selection of scatter cushions. Thus, guests can revel in a perfect night’s 
sleep throughout their stay on this property. The fourth bedroom includes a 
considerable queen-sized bed and also provides access to an outdoor balcony 
area. Therefore, guests can be aware each morning and enjoy the sight of the 
sun rising over the awe-inspiring mountain range and rolling farmlands that sit 
in the distance.
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Facilities
Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Ideal for Babies & Toddlers  •  Ideal for Kids  
•  Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  <1hr to Airport  •  BBQ  •  
Hairdryer  •  Tennis Court  •  Ground Floor Bed & Bath  •  Satellite TV  •  
Indoor Games  •  Outdoor Games  •  Working Fireplace  •  Cot(s)  •  High 
Chair(s)  •  Rural Location  •  Walking/Hiking Paths  •  Golf Nearby  •  
Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  •  Tourist Towns & 
Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Pollensa Gabriel is a comfortable villa conveniently situated between Pollensa, 
Puerto Pollensa and Alcudia at less than a ten minute drive from either of the 
towns and located in a very quiet and secluded area of Pollensa.

Ground Floor
- Entrance hall with seating area and fireplace
- Ample living room with comfortable seating, satellite TV and access to the 
patio
- Open plan dining area for 8 people and fireplace
- Well equipped kitchen with oven, microwave and coffee machine
- Bedroom with two single beds, access to the garden and en-suite shower 
room
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite shower room

First Floor
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite shower room
- Bedroom with two single beds and en-suite shower room

Exterior Grounds
- Private swimming pool (8 x 5 m)
- Large patio and garden area
- Garden furniture
- Outdoor dining
- Covered terrace
- Various sun loungers
- Private parking
- Barbecue

Additional Facilities
- Wi-Fi connection
- Air conditioning
- Hair dryer
- Washing machine
- Coffee machine
- Cot and highchair

Registration Number: ETV/0462
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Location & Local Information
This amazing villa can be found in the idyllic region of Pollensa, an alluring 
town that is teeming with tourist attractions. Pollensa is also well renowned for 
its growing food scene, hosting a wide range of acclaimed restaurants. Q11 
Restaurant is just a short walk away from the town centre and focuses on the 
fascinating concept of seasonal gastronomy. This means that the menu only 
uses the freshest ingredients, creating an assortment of delectable meals. 
Q11 Restaurant offers an abundance of options, such as grilled wild croaker 
as well as an octopus with goat’s cheese. They also have a diverse wine 
menu, supplying customers with an assortment of local wines. Q11 Restaurant 
welcomes guests every day from 12 pm till 10:30 pm.
 
Mare de Deu dels Angels Parish Church is a truly immersive religious 
landmark that exemplifies the historic nature of Pollensa. This landmark was 
first constructed in 1236 and was handed over to the Knight’s Templar in 
1240, leading to a lot of expansion within the church. During the 18th century, 
the church experienced a lot of refurbishments, adding vaulted side chapels 
and a high altarpiece. Guests can observe the intricate fixtures and artefacts, 
understanding more about the impact religion has on Pollensa’s rich culture. 
Mare de Deu dels Angels Parish Church is located just a stone’s throw away 
from the town centre of Pollensa.
 
If you are looking to uncover the wealth of horticulture within Pollensa, the 
Joan March Gardens are a real treat. These gardens were first established in 
the 1980s to celebrate the work of the March family and their intuitive business 
ventures that allowed Pollensa to see prosperous economic success. Guests 
can explore these grounds at their own pace and discover more about native 
olive trees and a wide selection of ecosystems. The gardens also include 
Desbrull Tower, a monument that commends another successful family within 
Pollensa. This tower dates back to the 13th century and highlights the Gothic 
motifs seen throughout the region’s most famous landmarks. Joan March 
Gardens can be found just over 5-minutes away and is open 24 hours a day, 
meaning that guests can visit see gardens at any time throughout their trip.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Palma de Mallorca Airport
(61 km)

Nearest Ferry Port Alcudia Ferry Port
(16 km)

Nearest Village El Vila
(8 km)
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Nearest Town/City Pollensa
(2 km)

Nearest Restaurant La Trencadora
(2 km)

Nearest Bar/Pub Jimmy's Club and Bar
(2 km)

Nearest Supermarket Eroski
(3 km)

Nearest Beach Port de Pollensa Beach
(10 km)

Nearest Golf Pollensa Golf Club
(4 km)

Nearest Tennis Eu Moll Tennis Club
(10 km)
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What you should know…
The TV provides both Spanish and English-speaking channels

Parking is available for four cars maximum

The air conditioning is set on a timer

What Oliver loves…
An expansive tennis court is located opposite this property

There is a sofa bed located on the first floor and can be used to accommodate 
an extra guest

A few board games can be found inside the villa

This property offers incredible views of the Tramuntana Mountain Range

What you should know…
The TV provides both Spanish and English-speaking channels

Parking is available for four cars maximum

The air conditioning is set on a timer
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: Credit card details are required 2 weeks prior to departure for pre-authorisation.

- Arrival time: 5 pm

- Departure time: 10 am

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Heating costs included?: Not available in this property.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Pool towels included?: Not included in the rental price, extra €7.50 per person to be paid with the balance.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi Internet access included.

- Minimum stay: 7 nights. All other durations on request.

- Changeover day: Friday.

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed.

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted.

- Pool heating charge?: Not available in this property.

- Tax: Tourist Tax is included in the rental price.

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.

- Other Ts and Cs: Air conditioning, where available, will operate on a timer between the hours of 2 - 4 pm and again from 8 pm to 8 am.


